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CBD5SS

Gathering with friends 
and family while sharing a 
good meal is one of life’s 

simplest pleasures. To make 
these moments possible, 

HomeCraft™ appliances seek 
to make it easier to cook for 

and feed a hungry crowd  
and replenish their empty 

pint glasses.
 

Whether meal time or party 
time, these are essential 

everyday appliances that 
not only look good in the 

kitchen, but also make 
crafting dinner a stress-free 
process. Eliciting feelings of 
warmth and togetherness, 
each HomeCraft appliance 

aims to make these occasions 
special and significant, just  

as they ought to be.

HOMECRAFT TM



CBG64
HomeCraft™ Beer Growler
This 64-ounce double-walled vacuum 
insulated growler is outfitted with a pull 
tap and quick-connect regulator so you 
can drink tap-fresh craft beer for up to 30 
days! Works with 16g threaded CO2  
or N2O cartridges.

KRS2100
Kegorator™ Draft Beer Dispenser
Enjoy cold beer anytime. Accommodates 
½ barrel or ¼ barrel kegs. Features black 
exterior and four rolling casters for 
portability. Approved for commercial use.

KRS2150
Stainless Steel Kegorator™  
Draft Beer Dispenser
Enjoy cold beer anytime. Accommodates 
½ barrel or ¼ barrel kegs. Features 
stainless steel finish and four rolling 
casters for portability. Approved for 
commercial use.

CBD5SS
HomeCraft™ Stainless Steel
On Tap Beer Growler System
This tabletop growler system works with 
5-liter pressurized or non-pressurized 
gravity kegs to dispense your favorite 
craft beer and keep it fresh for up to  
30 days. Uses standard 16g CO2 and  
N2O cartridges.

CBD5SS CBD5 INF2C

KRS2100CBG64 KRS2150

CBD5
HomeCraft™
On Tap Beer Growler System
This tabletop growler system works with 
5-liter pressurized or non-pressurized 
gravity kegs to dispense your favorite 
craft beer and keep it fresh for up to  
30 days. Uses standard 16g CO2 and  
N2O cartridges.

INF2C
HomeCraft™ 
Sangria Infuser
Stirring paddles rotate to quicken the 
infusion process, allowing the flexibility 
to quickly offer two signature drinks 
at a time. Dispensers unstack for easy 
refrigerator storage.
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CU30SS
30 Cup Stainless Steel Coffee Urn
Perfect when hosting large gatherings, or 
for use in offices, lounges and cafes. This 
striking and durable coffee urn brews a 
cup a minute and dispenses up to 30 cups 
of coffee per brewing cycle. Keeps coffee 
hot for hours.

WC8BK
8-Bottle Thermal Electric
Wine Cooler
This sleek and modern wine cooler keeps 
8 wine bottles cool and on display. With 
an easily adjustable temperature display 
and bright interior lighting, this unit 
makes a stylish addition to any home.

CU55C
55 Cup Copper Coffee Urn
Perfect when hosting large gatherings, or 
for use in offices, lounges and cafes. This 
striking and durable coffee urn brews a 
cup a minute and dispenses up to 55 cups 
of coffee per brewing cycle. Keeps coffee 
hot for hours.

WC12BK
12-Bottle Thermal Electric 
Wine Cooler
This sleek and modern wine cooler keeps 
12 wine bottles cool and on display. With 
an easily adjustable temperature display 
and bright interior lighting, this unit 
makes a stylish addition to any home.

CU30SS
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GR13C
Electric Indoor BBQ Grill  

with Non-Stick Copper
With a temperature range of  

325°F – 500°F, this indoor grill is perfect 
for cooking steaks, burgers, fish, chicken, 

and vegetables. The removable slotted 
grill plate not only make cleanup easy, it 

allows grease and fat to drip away for a 
healthy and convenient meal.

GD20C
19-Inch Non-Stick Griddle with 

Warming Drawer 
Cook, warm and serve foods with this 

sleek, stylish griddle. The copper-coated 
grill plate is naturally non-stick and allows 

for superior heat conductivity. Warming 
tray easily slides out from beneath the unit.

DCB15
Deluxe Stainless Steel  

Cook & Serve Buffet 
Entertain and serve large groups in  

style! No matter the occasion, this  
buffet has three 1.5 quart removable  

trays that can warm or cook foods  
for a crowd. Individual thermostats  

0can be adjusted for each tray to serve 
food at the perfect temperatures.

SG12C 
12-Inch Copper  

Skillet & Griddle
Outfitted with a removable skillet and 
griddle cooking surface, this versatile 
cooker can be used for any meal.  The 

copper-coated surfaces are naturally 
non-stick which makes cleanup quick 

and simple. Included with the skillet is a 
tempered glass lid with steam vent.
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TSC15SS 
3-Station 1.5-Qt. Stainless Steel 
Slow Cooker Buffet
Make entertaining effortless! 
Simultaneously slow cook and serve a 
delicious side dish, entrée and dessert 
in each of the 1.5-quart ceramic cooking 
pots to deliver a complete meal.

TSC15 
3-Station 1.5-Qt. Copper
Slow Cooker Buffet
Make entertaining effortless! 
Simultaneously slow cook and serve a 
delicious side dish, entrée and dessert 
in each of the 1.5-quart ceramic cooking 
pots to deliver a complete meal.

TSC25
3-Station 2.5-Qt. Copper 
Slow Cooker Buffet
Make entertaining effortless! 
Simultaneously slow cook and serve a 
delicious side dish, entrée and dessert in 
each of the 2.5-quart ceramic cooking 
pots to deliver a complete meal

TSC15
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LSB3
Electric 3-In-1 Copper  

Lazy Susan Buffet
Make entertaining easy! This unique 

buffet server gives you three ways to 
get hot food on the table. Use the heat-

retaining stone base to keep casserole 
dishes warm, fill the large serving pan 

with a single dish, or use the four 1-quart 
trays to easily serve four different dishes.

BSC15
3-Station 1.5-Quart Copper  

Buffet Server & Warming Tray 
It’s a buffet server and warming tray in 

one! Use the base as warming tray to 
keep dishes warm and ready to serve, or 

fill the three 1.5-quart stainless steel trays 
to serve three dishes at once. Each tray 
includes a heat resistant lid with spoon 

slot to minimize countertop clutter.

BSC25
3-Station 2.5-Quart Copper  

Buffet Server & Warming Tray
It’s a buffet server and warming tray in 

one! Use the base as warming tray to 
keep dishes warm and ready to serve, or 

fill the three 2.5-quart stainless steel trays 
to serve three dishes at once. Each tray 
includes a heat resistant lid with spoon 

slot to minimize countertop clutter.
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